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1.Universal Containers (UC) would like to enable self-registration for their Salesforce Partner Community 
Users. UC wants to capture some custom data elements from the partner user, and based on these data 
elements, wants to assign the appropriate Profile and Account values. 
Which two actions should the Architect recommend to UC? Choose 2 answers 
A. Configure Registration for Communities to use a custom Visualforce Page. 
B. Modify the SelfRegistration trigger to assign Profile and Account. 
C. Modify the CommunitiesSelfRegController to assign the Profile and Account. 
D. Configure Registration for Communities to use a custom Apex Controller. 
Answer: A,C 
 
2.Universal containers (UC) would like to enable SAML-BASED SSO for a salesforce partner community. 
UC has an existing ldap identity store and a third-party portal. They would like to use the existing portal as 
the primary site these users access, but also want to allow seamless access to the partner community. 
What SSO flow should an architect recommend? 
A. User-Agent 
B. IDP-initiated 
C. Sp-Initiated 
D. Web server 
Answer: B 
 
3.Universal Containers (UC) uses Salesforce to allow customers to keep track of the order status. The 
customers can log in to Salesforce using external authentication providers, such as Facebook and 
Google. UC is also leveraging the App Launcher to let customers access an of platform application for 
generating shipping labels. The label generator application uses OAuth to provide users access. 
What license type should an Architect recommend for the customers? 
A. Customer Community license 
B. Identity license 
C. Customer Community Plus license 
D. External Identity license 
Answer: B 
 
4.A group of users try to access one of universal containers connected apps and receive the following 
error message: "Failed: Not approved for access". 
What is most likely to cause of the issue? 
A. The use of high assurance sections are required for the connected App. 
B. The users do not have the correct permission set assigned to them. 
C. The connected App setting "All users may self-authorize" is enabled. 
D. The salesforce administrators gave revoked the Oauth authorization. 
Answer: B 
 
5.Universal Containers (UC) is building a customer community and will allow customers to authenticate 
using Facebook credentials. The First time the user authenticating using facebook, UC would like a 
customer account created automatically in their Accounting system. The accounting system has a web 
service accessible to Salesforce for the creation of accounts. 
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How can the Architect meet these requirements? 
A. Create a custom application on Heroku that manages the sign-on process from Facebook. 
B. Use JIT Provisioning to automatically create the account in the accounting system. 
C. Add an Apex callout in the registration handler of the authorization provider. 
D. Use OAuth JWT flow to pass the data from Salesforce to the Accounting System. 
Answer: C 
 
 


